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We report a measurement of a beam–target double-polarisation observable (E) for the ~γ~n(p) →
K+Σ−(p) reaction. The data were obtained impinging the circularly-polarised energy-tagged photon
beam of Hall B at Jefferson Lab on a longitudinally-polarised frozen-spin hydrogen deuteride (HD)
nuclear target. The E observable for an effective neutron target was determined for centre-of-mass
energies 1.70 ≤W ≤ 2.30 GeV, with reaction products detected over a wide angular acceptance by
the CLAS spectrometer. These new double-polarisation data give unique constraints on the strange
decays of excited neutron states. Inclusion of the new data within the Bonn-Gatchina theoretical
model results in significant changes for the extracted photocouplings of a number of established
nucleon resonances. Possible improvements in the PWA description of the experimental data with

additional “missing” resonance states, including the N(2120)3/2
−

resonance, are also quantified.

1. INTRODUCTION

A central aim of hadron spectroscopy is to obtain a
deeper understanding of how bound quark systems form
from their fundamental partonic degrees of freedom (the
quarks and gluons). The properties of such bound quark
systems reveal valuable information on the underlying
dynamics and their structure, while providing an impor-
tant challenge to quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and
its ability to fully describe the non-perturbative phenom-
ena underlying hadron structure [1]. Although the nu-
cleon is probably the most abundant bound quark sys-
tem in the universe, our understanding of its dynamics
and structure remains elusive. Specifically, the nucleonic
excitation spectra evaluated in QCD-based approaches,
(e.g. phenomenological constituent quark models [2–7],
and lattice QCD [8–10]) predict many more excited states
than currently established in experiment. Consequently,
the “missing resonance” problem is an important focus
for the world’s electromagnetic beam facilities with the
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aim of achieving a better understanding of the nucleon
from QCD.

The excited nucleon spectrum is characterised by in-
terfering, broad, and overlapping resonances for all but
the lowest mass states, making the determination of their
properties (e.g. photocouplings, lifetimes, spins, pari-
ties, decay branches) challenging. The four complex am-
plitudes that determine the reaction dynamics at fixed
kinematics [11] can be unambiguously determined from
eight well-chosen combinations of observables, refereed
to as a “complete” measurement 1. Therefore, kine-
matically (in W , and cos θ) complete and precise mea-
surements of single- and double-polarisation observables
using combinations of linearly- and circularly-polarised
photon beams, transversely- and longitudinally-polarised
targets, as well as the final state (recoiling) baryon po-
larimetry, in combination with partial wave analysis, are
essential to resolve these states [11, 13, 17–19]. Fur-
thermore, various resonances can have different pho-
tocouplings to neutron or proton targets [20, 21] and
also differ in their preferred decay branches, necessitat-
ing data from a wide range of final states such as Nπ,
KΛ, KΣ, multiple meson decays such as Nππ, and even
vector meson decays such as Nω [3, 11, 22]. In fact,
constituent quark model calculations [3] indicate that
a number of currently “missing” or poorly established
states could have escaped experimental constraint be-
cause of a stronger decay coupling to the strange sec-
tor (KΛ or KΣ) rather than the (comparatively) well

1 It has been established that for data with finite error bars, a
“complete” measurement that allows the unique determination
of amplitudes is rather difficult [12–17].
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studied πN . Recent double-polarisation measurements
from proton targets in the strange-decay sector have
been particularly successful in establishing new states
[23–32]. Disappointingly, the current database of such
reactions for neutron targets is sparse, with only a sin-
gle double-polarisation measurement obtained for K0Λ
and K0Σ0 final states [33], obtained with quite lim-
ited statistics. In this work, we present the first mea-
surement of the double-polarisation beam–target helic-
ity asymmetry (E) for the reaction ~γ~n → K+Σ−, uti-
lizing a circularly-polarised tagged-photon beam and a
longitudinally-polarised hydrogen deuteride (HD) tar-
get, as an effective polarised-neutron target. This mea-
surement is an important addition to the present world
database forK+Σ−, which currently only comprises cross
section determinations from CLAS [34, 35] and a mea-
surement of a single-polarisation observable, the beam-
spin asymmetry (Σ), measured in a restricted kinematic
range at LEPS [31], and it provides important new con-
straints to the reaction mechanism.

The paper is organised as follows: after the short in-
troduction, Section 1, Section 2 gives a description of the
experimental setup, Section 3 introduces the polarisation
observable E, and Section 4 gives an overview of the final
state selection and the analysis procedure to extract E.
In Section 5, the new E data are compared with current
theoretical models and the implications for the neutron
excited states is discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was conducted at the Thomas Jef-
ferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab) utilising the
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CE-
BAF) and the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer
(CLAS) [36] in Hall B (see Fig. 1). CLAS was a toroidal
magnetic field analysing spectrometer covering polar an-
gles between ∼ 8◦ and 140◦ with large azimuthal accep-
tance (∼83%). The spectrometer also utilised a variety of
tracking, time-of-flight, and calorimeter systems to pro-
vide particle identification and 4-vector determination for
particles produced in electro- or photo-induced reactions.

The current data were obtained as part of the E06-
101 experiment [37] (referred to as the g14 experiment),
in which an energy-tagged polarised photon beam im-
pinged on a 5-cm-long solid target of polarised hydrogen
deuteride (HD) [38, 39] placed in the centre of CLAS.
The energy-tagged (with energy resolution ∆E∼0.2%)
and circularly-polarised photon beam was produced by
impinging a longitudinally-polarised electron beam on a
thin gold radiator, with post-bremsstrahlung electrons’
momenta analysed in a magnetic tagging spectrome-
ter [40]. The degree of photon polarisation was between
20 − 85% depending on the incident photon energy, the
electron-beam energy and the electron polarisation. The
photon polarisation was determined using the Maximon
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FIG. 2. A three-dimensional view of CLAS showing the torus
magnet, the three regions of drift chambers (R1–R3), the Čerenkov
counters (CC), the time-of-flight detector (TOF), and the electromag-
netic calorimeters (EC). The CLAS reference frame, also indicated
in the here, was defined with the z axis along the beam line and the y

axis perpendicular to the horizontal. Figure taken from Ref. [56].

CLAS into six identical magnetic spectrometers (sectors) as
shown in Fig. 2. Each sector contained three regions of drift
chambers (region 1, R1; region 2, R2; and region 3, R3) that
were used to track charged particles and reconstruct their
momenta [57], time-of-flight (TOF) scintillator counters for
particle identification based on time of flight [58], Čerenkov
counters (CC) to identify electrons (not used in this experi-
ment) [59], and electromagnetic calorimeters (EC) to identify
electrons and neutral particles [60].

The geometry of CLAS allowed particle identification
and momentum determination in a large portion of the full
solid angle. Charged particles with laboratory polar angles
between 8 and 140◦ (this range varies depending on the
target length and position) were tracked over approximately
83% of the azimuthal angle with 1-mrad polar and 4-mrad
azimuthal angular resolutions. A current of − 1500 A in the
torus magnet produced a magnetic field that bent negatively
charged particles away from the beamline. The charged-
particle tracking system provided momentum resolution of
about 0.5%. Real-photon experiments made use of a start
counter (ST), which was composed of 24 scintillator paddles
that surrounded the target [61]. The start counter was used in
the event trigger and to determine the time at which nuclear
reactions occurred in the target.

A linearly polarized real-photon beam was produced via co-
herent bremsstrahlung using a 50-µm-thick diamond radiator,
which was positioned on a goniometer. The photon beam was
then strongly collimated to enhance the linear polarization.
The characteristics of the photon energy spectrum, such as
the position of the coherent peak and the degree of photon
polarization, were controlled by the incident electron energy
and the orientation of the crystal radiator with respect to the
beam [62]. Electrons that produced bremsstrahlung photons
were analyzed in the Hall-B tagging spectrometer (tagger)
[63], which consisted of a dipole magnet and scintillator
hodoscopes. The tagger allowed the determination of the
incident photon energy by identifying the hit position of the

TABLE I. Different electron beam energy settings
used for the six nominal coherent-edge positions
during g13b.

Eγ (GeV) Ee (GeV)

1.3 3.302, 3.914, 4.192
1.5 4.065, 4.475
1.7 4.065, 4.748
1.9 5.057
2.1 5.057, 5.157
2.3 5.157

scattered electron in the hodoscope plane. It provided a tagging
range between 20% and 95% of the incident electron-beam
energy. The size of the scintillator paddles varied such that an
energy resolution of about 0.1% of the incident electron-beam
energy was achieved. The time of the scattered electron in the
hodoscope plane was also measured with a resolution of better
than 150 ps and was used to identify the photon that initiated
the event detected in CLAS [63].

The target used in this experiment was a 40-cm-long,
conically shaped cell, with a radius of 2 cm at its widest point,
filled with liquid deuterium. The target cell was placed such
that its downstream end cap was at the center of CLAS.

III. EVENT SELECTION AND REACTION
RECONSTRUCTION

The data used for this study were obtained during the
CLAS g13b data-taking period, which was part of the E-
06-103 experiment [64] and took place from mid-March
through June 2007. During this period about 30 billion
triggers were recorded using a linearly polarized photon
beam. The photon-polarization vector was rotated between
two orthogonal directions: parallel and perpendicular to the
horizontal detector mid-plane, referred to as Para and Perp,
respectively. Data for six nominal coherent-edge positions,
200 MeV apart between 1.3 and 2.3 GeV, were collected. These
data were collected using 8 different incident electron-beam
energies as shown in Table I.

The trigger during g13b was relatively loose, a single-
charged-particle trigger, which led to accumulation of data
for a number of photoproduction reactions. In this study, all
events with only one positively charged track were analyzed
based on the missing-mass technique. Below we give a
detailed description of the procedure followed to reconstruct
the reaction γ d → pn.

A. Proton identification

Proton identification was done by comparing two inde-
pendent estimates of the detected particle’s speed (in units
of the speed of light, c): one, βmeas, obtained as the ratio of
the measured path length from the vertex to the TOF and
the measured time of flight, and the other obtained from the
measured momentum and an assumption about the particle’s
mass (mnom). The difference between the two independent
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FIG. 1. A perspective view of CLAS showing the torus
magnet, the three regions of drift chambers (R1–R3), the
Cerenkov counters (CC), the time-of-flight detector (TOF),
and the electromagnetic calorimeters (EC). The CLAS refer-
ence frame, also indicated here, was defined with the z axis
along the beamline and the y axis perpendicular to the hori-
zontal. Figure from Ref. [36].

and Olsen formula [41] utilising the energy of the incident
and bremmstrahlung electrons, as well as the polarisa-
tion of the incident electron beam, which was on average
Pe = 0.82 ± 0.04. This was periodically measured us-
ing the Hall B Møller polarimeter [42]. Information from
the tagging spectrometer was used to identify and recon-
struct the energy of the photon that initiated the reaction
in CLAS.

During the experiment, the polarisation of the photon
beam was flipped pseudo-randomly with ∼960 Hz flip
rate between the two helicity states. The vector polarisa-
tion for deuterons (i.e. bound neutrons) within the HD
target was between 23 − 26% and it was continuously
monitored using nuclear magnetic resonance measure-
ments [38]. An in-beam cryostat that produced a 0.9 T
holding field operating at 50 mK was used to hold the
target polarisation, achieving relaxation times of about a
year. The orientation of the target polarisation was also
periodically flipped between directions parallel or anti-
parallel to the incoming photon beam. The flipping of
the photon and target polarisations allowed the determi-
nation of E using asymmetries, as described below, that
significantly suppressed systematic uncertainties related
to the detector acceptance. For more details on the ex-
perimental setup for the g14 experiment, see Ref [33].

3. POLARISATION OBSERVABLE E

Measurements employing a circularly-polarised photon
beam in combination with a longitudinally-polarised tar-
get give access to the double-polarisation observable E.
The differential cross section for the ~γ~n → K+Σ− reac-
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tion for the case of a polarised beam and target is given
by [17, 43]:(

dσ

dΩ

)
=

(
dσ

dΩ

)
0

(1− P effT P�E), (1)

where
(
dσ
dΩ

)
0

denotes the unpolarised differential cross

section, P effT denotes the effective target polarisation
(accounting for events that originate from unpolarised
material within the target cell), and P� the degree of
circular photon polarisation 2. The observable E is ex-
tracted from asymmetries, A, in the reaction yields aris-
ing from different orientations of the beam and target
polarisations:

A(W, cos θcmK+) =

(
dσ
dΩ

)↑↓ − (
dσ
dΩ

)↑↑(
dσ
dΩ

)↑↓
+
(
dσ
dΩ

)↑↑ , (2)

where ↑↑ and ↑↓ denote a parallel or anti-parallel orienta-
tion of the photon and target polarisations, respectively.
The polarisation observable E is then given by

E =
1

P effT P�
A(W, cos θcmK+). (3)

This method allows the determination of E from the reac-
tion yields for different combinations of the beam–target
polarisations, while significantly reducing systematic ef-
fects from the detector acceptance.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

Events containing a single K+ and a single π− in the
final state (without further restrictions on any additional
neutral tracks), were selected to provide a sample of
γn(p) → K+Σ−(p), where the Σ− has decayed to nπ−

(with 99.8% branching ratio). Particle identification and
photon selection were done following standard procedures
adopted for E06-106 analyses, as discussed in Refs. [33]
and [44].

The K+π− yield was further analysed to select the
reaction of interest and remove unwanted backgrounds.
Due to limitations in the separation of pions and kaons at
high momenta in CLAS, a fraction of events from the ππ
final state were present in our yield. These were removed
using kinematical cuts 3.

2 The full cross-section equation indicates that two additional po-
larisation observables, P and H, are also accessible by studying
the angular dependence of the decay products of the hyperon
(taking into account the analysing power of Σ−, α = 0.068). In
this analysis, the observables P and H are integrated out.

3 For correctly identified events the missing mass of γn→ K+π−X
reconstructs the neutron mass from the Σ− decay. To establish
the kaon-misidentified background events, which contribute only
to events with kaon momenta above 1.2 GeV, the missing mass
of γn → π+π−Y was also calculated for each event, assuming
the pion mass for the “kaon” track. Events with MY consistent
with the nucleon mass were then removed as they result from the
reaction γn→ π+π−n

Further cuts were applied to the remaining event sam-
ple. The kaon missing mass (MMγn→K+X) and the
K+π− missing mass (MMγn→K+π−X) were calculated
assuming a free neutron target (the systematic effect on
the determination of E using this assumption was in-
vestigated as discussed later in this Section), and these
are plotted in a two-dimensional histogram shown in
Fig. 2. Events from the reaction of interest lie where the
MMγn→K+Y corresponds to the nominal mass of the Σ−

and MMγn→K+π−X corresponds to the nominal mass of
the neutron. The red lines in Fig. 2 indicate the two-
dimensional cuts used to select the reaction of interest.
The parameters of the two-dimensional cut were opti-E Observable for �n ! K+⌃� CLAS Analysis Note 2018-

]2) [GeV/c-π+ MM(K
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Missing Mass

Figure 11: Missing-mass of �n ! K+X vs �n ! K+⇡�X indicating the sets
of cuts that select the reaction of interest.

section. The final cuts that select our reaction of interest are illustrated in
Fig. 11 (see Table 3 for the values and equations used for these cuts). The
extent of the cut at higher missing mass was chosen to minimize contributions
from the ⌃⇤ channels (quantified in Sec. 2.5). Simulated studies have shown
that the events evident at lower missing masses correspond to events in which
the kaon decayed within the CLAS system. These events are associated with
large errors in the kaon momenta and because of this are largely removed
from further analysis by the cut at lower missing masses.

The width of the ⌃� peak reflects the detector resolution as well as e↵ects
from assuming that the target neutron at rest. Because of this, a cut on the
MM(�n ! K+X) reduces contributions from events produced on a target
nucleon with high initial Fermi momenta. Figure 12 shows the e↵ect that
target neutron momentum has on the calculated missing mass �n ! K+X
using generated data (not processed with GSIM), when assuming the target
nucleon is at rest. GSIM processed data, which would reflect the detector
resolution further spread the width of the signal. There is a clear correlation
between the mass of ⌃� and the initial Fermi momentum. This is used to
estimate the systematic e↵ect of initial Fermi motion on the extracted values
for E (see Sec. 3) ∗.

∗This was done since measuring su�cient experimental quantities to determine the
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FIG. 2. Event distribution over MMγn→K+X vs
MMγn→K+π−X . The regions where the different reaction
channels contribute are indicated by the arrows on the fig-
ure. The region enclosed by the red boundary contains the
selected events.

mised to remove background contributions while main-
taining a good event sample, as described below. Figure 2
indicates the background channels, such as γp → K+Λ,
γp → K+Σ0, γp(n) → K∗Y and γp(n) → K+Σ∗, which
can potentially contribute to the γn → K+Σ− yield.
To quantify the contribution of background events to
the event sample, a comprehensive list of reactions that
included the above channels was simulated, processed
through the CLAS acceptance and analysed identically to
the K+Σ− events. The final selection cuts applied to the
data were optimised to reduce the background-to-total
(B2T) ratio to the level of a few percent. With the tuned
cuts (Fig. 2) the dominant background of γn→ K+Σ∗−

was reduced to B2Tγn→K+Σ∗− < 2%, while retaining
a large fraction of the true yield. Contributions from
γp(n) → K∗Y , were even smaller. The quantification of
the background contributions allowed us to include their
effects in the systematic uncertainty estimation.

Measurements with an empty-target cell (i.e. without
the HD target material) were used to quantify the con-
tribution to the yield of events originating from the alu-
minium cooling wires or entrance/exit windows. These
events originated from unpolarised nucleons (i.e. are as-
sociated with PT = 0) and account must be made for
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the resulting “dilution” of the target polarisation. This
was calculated based on the ratio of empty-target to full-
target data within z-vertex cuts (with z along the beam-
line) that define the target cell (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [33]).
This dilution factor, DF , was then used in the extraction
of the helicity asymmetry from the data by using the ef-

fective target polarisation: P effT = DFPT . Our studies
have shown no statistically significant variation in the
kinematic dependence of the dilution factor and thus an
overall constant value of DF = 0.728± 0.003 was used.

A thorough assessment of systematic effects in the ex-
tracted (E) observable was carried out [45]. This in-
cluded examining the effects of the particle identifica-
tion cuts and reaction-vertex cuts (and therefore the ef-
fective target polarisation), as well as determining sys-
tematic uncertainties originating from the determination
of the photon and target polarisations. Contributions
from background channels were extensively investigated
by varying the reaction-reconstruction cuts, and these
were the major contributor to the systematic uncertainty
(∆Esystbackground = 0.087). Further, systematic uncertain-
ties arising from the Fermi motion of the target nucleon
were investigated utilising the correlation between the
Fermi momentum and the missing mass of γn→ K+Σ−.
These were found to be small (< 3%). No kinematic de-
pendence of the systematic uncertainties was evident and
therefore an upper estimate of a kinematic-independent
uncertainty was established. The absolute systematic
uncertainty associated with the determination of E was
found to be ∆Esyst = 0.116. In addition, a relative sys-
tematic scale uncertainty that stems from the target and
photon polarisation, as well as the determination of the
dilution factor, was estimated to be ∆Esyst/E = 6.9%.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured beam–target polarisation observable E
is presented in Fig. 3 for six centre-of-mass energy (W )
bins between 1.7 and 2.3 GeV and for six bins in K+

center-of-mass angle (θcmK+) The centre-of-mass frame is
calculated assuming the target neutron at rest. How-
ever, the effect of Fermi motion on the value of W is
small compared to the bin widths. The reported W
value for each Eγ bin (see figure) is obtained from the
event-weighted mean of the Eγ distribution. The angular
bins are contiguous and have varying widths in response
to the angular variation of the reaction yield. The ex-
perimental data show a positive value of E for most of
the sampled bins. As E must have a value of +1 at
cos θcmK+ → ±1 to conserve angular momentum, values of
E outside of our measured region must vary rapidly. The
curves in Fig. 3 are the predictions of the E observable
from the Kaon-MAID-2000 [46] (dashed green), Kaon-
Maid-2017 [47] (dotted magenta) and Bonn-Gatchina-
2017 [48] (solid black) PWA models. It is clear that the
models give rather divergent predictions for this observ-
able, and none of the current solutions give consistent

agreement with the experimental data over the sampled
kinematic range. This suggests that the relevant photo-
production amplitudes are not well constrained by the
current world-data, and that the new data have the po-
tential to provide new information. The Bonn-Gatchina-
2017 [48] solution is fitted to the entire database of meson
photoproduction from the nucleon. In this solution the
only direct K+Σ− constraints in the database are from
the cross-section determination [34, 35].
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FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the beam–target double-
polarisation observable E (with error bars indicating the com-
bined statistical and absolute systematic uncertainties; the
bar chart shows the magnitude of the systematic scale un-
certainty) for the six center-of-mass energy W bins compared
with the Kaon MAID 2000 (dashed green) and 2017 (dotted
magenta), as well as predictions from Bonn-Gatchina (solid
black). The event-weighted W value and the photon-energy
bin are indicated in the panels.

In Fig. 4, the impact of including the new data in the
Bonn-Gatchina database is explored. The predictions of
E from the new fits (Bonn-Gatchina-2019) are shown by
the dashed red lines and blue dotted lines 4. It is seen
that the new solution gives a much improved fit to the
data (for comparison, the Bonn-Gatchina-2017 solution

4 Note that the new fit also included the beam asymmetry data
in very forward kaon kinematics from LEPS [31] which was not
included in the previous Bonn-Gatchina-2017 fit.
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is repeated on this figure (solid black line)). The impli-
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FIG. 4. The new Bonn-Gatchina description of the helicity
asymmetry data. The error bars reflect the total statistical
and absolute systematic uncertainty, whereas the bar chart
reflects the scale systematic uncertainty. The Bonn-Gatchina-
2017 solution [48] is shown with the solid black curves. The
solution, with the new data on the helicity asymmetry in-
cluded in the fit, is shown with dashed red lines. The solution
with the added D13 state is shown with dotted blue lines.

cations of the new Bonn-Gatchina-2019 fit for the prop-
erties of the excited states are shown in Table I, where
the helicity couplings calculated at the pole position are
compared with previously published values [49]. In the
new solution, the phase of the coupling residues – defined
by the interference of the resonance with other contribu-
tions including non-resonance terms and tails from other
states – between the LKΣ

IJ = S11 and P13 partial waves
has changed substantially from earlier fits. In fact, this
is now better constrained by data since the E observ-
able allows separation of the helicity projections 1/2 and
3/2 (corresponding to projections of the S11 and P13, re-
spectively). As a result, the new data produce significant
changes in the extracted photocouplings of the individual

states, particularly the N(1720)3/2+

and N(1900)3/2+

as
indicated in Table I.

The helicity 1/2 coupling of the N(1720)3/2+

state has
the same magnitude as before but is rotated in phase
by 90◦, while the corresponding helicity coupling of the

N(1900)3/2+

state has decreased by almost a factor 2.

TABLE I. The γnN∗ helicity couplings of nucleon states
(GeV−1/210−3) expressed in terms of the transverse helicity
amplitudes and calculated as residues in the pole position.
Previously reported values [49] are indicated in parentheses.
Only resonances, which either are most important for the de-
scription of the new data or deviate by more than one stan-
dard deviation from the published results, are included.

An
1/2

Phase An
3/2

Phase

N(1895)1/2
− −20± 7 50± 20◦

(−15± 10) (60± 25◦)

N(1720)3/2
+ −45± 15 20± 30◦ −35± 20 −15± 30◦

(−25+40
−15) (−75± 35◦) (100± 35) (−80± 35◦)

N(1900)3/2
+ −45± 15 −5± 20◦ 80± 12 0± 20◦

(−98± 20) (−13± 20◦) (74± 15) (5± 15◦)

This results in a different behavior of the N(1720)3/2+

1/2 helicity amplitude whose interference with the S11

partial wave defines the behavior of the E observable.

The 3/2 helicity coupling of N(1720)3/2+

notably de-
creases and is rotated by 85◦ while the 3/2 helicity cou-

pling of the N(1900)3/2+

state did not exhibit significant
changes.

Furthermore, the new Bonn-Gatchina-2019 solution
seems to better describe the sparse cross-section data
at backward angles for specific kinematic bins. This is
clearly indicated by the red dashed lines in the lower left
panel of Fig. 5. Specifically, a different KΣ cross section
at backward kaon angles is now suggested, which is gen-
erally consistent with the available data in this region.
The improved agreement of the new solution with the
existing beam asymmetry data from LEPS [31] for KΣ
is also presented in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. The description of the differential cross section (data
from [34]) (left) and the beam asymmetry (data from [31])
(right). The Bonn-Gatchina-2017 solution [48] is shown with
the solid black curves. The solutions that includes the new
data on the helicity asymmetry is shown with the dashed red
lines, whereas the solution with an added D13 state is shown
with the dotted blue lines.

The sensitivity of the new E data to missing or poorly
established excited states was also explored within the
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Bonn-Gatchina framework. The database for reactions
off neutron targets is much smaller than for the proton,
so there is the potential to gain new sensitivities with
the current data. There is significant current interest in

gaining sensitivity to the N(2120)3/2−
, a resonance pre-

dicted by many theoretical models of nucleon structure
but still escaping proper experimental confirmation. The
Bonn-Gatchina fits were repeated to include additional
states, one at a time, with varying properties (e.g. he-
licity couplings). The best description of the new data
was obtained when adding a D13 resonance of mass 2170
MeV. The results of this new fit (Bonn-Gatchina-2019-2)
are shown by the dashed blue lines in Figs. 4 and 5. The
new E data are consistent with such a D13 contribution,
which results in improved fits for many of the sampled
W and K+ center-of-momentum angle ranges. However,
the level of improvement in the description of the E ob-
servable is not sufficient to make strong claims. The new
solution does however provide a basis to explore sensitiv-
ities in other observables. The D13 is predicted to have
a strong influence on the beam asymmetry and future
measurements over a wider angular range could provide
valuable constraints on its existence (e.g. see Fig. 5).
Other possibilities were also explored. The inclusion of

a missing N(2060)5/2−
marginally improved the agree-

ment with data, particularly in the last energy bin, but
was slightly worse in the bin which included the reso-
nance central mass value. Furthermore, no improvement
was obtained by including missing states with positive
parity.

6. SUMMARY

We present the first measurement of a double-
polarisation beam–target observable (E) for the reac-
tion ~γ~n → K+Σ−, utilizing a circularly-polarised pho-
ton beam and spin-polarised HD as an effective neutron

target. The new E data are an important addition to
the sparse world database constraining the strange de-
cays of excited neutron states. Model predictions for the
E observable in this channel were strongly divergent and
none gave a good description of the new data over the
full kinematic range. Fitting the new data in the frame-
work of one of the models (Bonn-Gatchina) resulted in
new constraints on the interference of the S11 and P13

partial waves, and significant changes in the extracted
photocoupling of a number of resonance states, including

the N(1720)3/2+

, N(1895)1/2−
, and N(1900)3/2+

. Im-
proved fits to the new E data could be obtained with the
inclusion of a “missing” D13 resonance, although further
measurements are clearly necessary to better establish
this state. The determination of the beam spin asymme-
try, Σ, for the reaction γn(p) → K+Σ−(p) at backward
angles could provide the necessary constraints for further
investigations of this excited state.
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